INTRODUCTION
A general nonlinear control problem is a (parametric) differential equation (or system of differential equations) of the form .f =f (t. x, u) where t E I = [l,, T] is a compact real interval; t + x(t): I + IV" is a continuous function; (f, x) + u(t, x) I x I?" + U = U(t, x) c IF; m is the parameter or control function: (Cl) ( 1,x,u)-rf(t,x,u):Ix I?" x u-':?" is a continuous function.
The system (C 1) is said to be controllable on I if, for each pair xg, XT E R". there exists a control function U such that the corresponding solution xdf) = x(f, 1,; U) of (C 1) satisfies both x,-(f,) = x,, x~T) =x, .
Since the pioneering works [ l-3 1, there is a large and constantly growing literature on this subject and there are also many methods to approach such a type of problem. There are authors which consider the Lyapounov stability way 12, 3 ] , and authors which deal with multivalued differential problems [4, 5 ] or with differential inclusions [6-8 1. Finally, a geometric point of view (see 191 and related references) has been recently developed.
We want to consider another type of approach: to reduce the problem of controllability to the problem of showing that a certain set-valued mapping has a fixed point. This approach, initially suggested in [ lo] for systems of the form (C I), has been pursued not many times since its appearance [ 1 l-171 .
Control systems of the form (C 1) can be deparametrized by writing them in terms of multivalued differential equations (m.d.e.). In other words we can consider the m.d.e.
together with a boundary-controllability condition 1) where
Thus the control problem (Cl) and the multivalued boundary value problem (MI j( 1.1) can be viewed as equivalent: so to obtain controllability conditions we look for existence theorem for (Ml)-( 1.1). We shall always assume that the m.d.e. (M 1) arises from a differential system (C 1) that is controllable.
After some notations and definitions (Section 2), we state the existence theorem for the multivalued two-point boundary value problem (Section 3). The proof of this theorem can be found in Section 5. Finally, in Section 4 some preliminary results are proved. It is known I18 1 that if I/: A + K(Y) is bounded, then U is an U.S.C. mapping if and only if it is closed (i.e.. its graph is closed). In the latter case Definition 2.1 can be stated in the following way: if x, E A, y,, E X. x E A, J' E X are such that lim,, .J ilx, -x/I = 0. lim, -lls 1) J*,, --,I1 = 0 and if J'* E U(x,) for each n E N. then J E U(x).
Consider now the sets H(x) =S(x, U(x)) for each x E A and for some function f( e. . ). Then it is possible [ 19 1 to say that, if A is closed and if Ii: A --( K(X) is an U.S.C. mapping and iff( . . . ) is a continuous function. then the "composite" mapping H(x) is U.S.C. and each H(x) is a compact set. Let now U = U(f, x): I x LJ" + K(cl B(0. p)) E 2""', where 0 < p < +crz. an U.S.C. mapping and let M(U) = (I + u(t): u is measurable and such that u(t) E U(f, x)r)) on I}. We know 1201 that M(U) # (a}. Then we can consider the m.d.e.
i E H(f, x) WI where H: I x $2" --) K(F") is given by
The solution f--f x(f) of (M2) will be an absolutely continuous function, defined on I and satisfying (M2) a.e. on I. Clearly any solution of the original control problem with u E M(U) gives rise to a solution of (C 1). The question whether every solution of (M2) can be viewed as a solution of (C 1) is answered by the following. is a solufion of the initial-cake problem for (C 1 ), for some measurable control u E U(f. x).
The proof of this lemma, essentially based on a result of Filippov 141, can be found in 121 I.
Let f + A(f) be an n x n-real matrix whose entries are measurable functions on I and let the m.m. F(f, x) = H(f, x) -A(f)x defined from I x P" into CC(I,") such that (i) for every x E R", F(t, x) is measurable on I;
(ii) for every f E f, F(f,x) is u.s.c. on P"; (iii) there are positive functions f + a(l), I + P(f) with p,, = (sup p(r), f E I\ small enough, such that ;F(f, x)1 < a(f) + P(t)l!xll where IF(r,x)J = SUP{~~/x I y(t)l,y E F(t,x)J.
MAIN THEOREM
Let C(1) be the space of all continuous functions defined from I into P" and let L: C(I) + P * be the continuous two-point boundary linear operator, i.e., Lx = C means Mx(r,) + Nx(T) = C for some n x n-real matrices M, N, C. Denote by R a linear manifold of L'(I), the space of all summable functions on I, and by Q(x) the set of all measurable functions f + y(f): I + Z" such that y(t) E F(f. x(f)) a.e. for f E I and for each x E C(I).
Assume that Remark 3.2. The assumption that the set F(t, x) is convex for each (f, x) E I x P" is a common one used in control theory. This hypothesis has the goal to destroy the special case of "relaxed" problem 125). Moreover, if we do not assume that F(t, x) is a convex (and closed) set for each (1, x) we cannot claim the closure of the x,-attainability set, i, e., the set of all terminal points Y(T), where I + X(t) is a solution of (Cl), through x0. corresponding to some control t + u(t) (see, for instance, [ 211 or 1261 for suitable examples). On the other hand the hypothesis that F(t,x) is convex and closed does not imply the convexity of the x,-attainability set; so the study of the latter set does not become trivial if we assume the convexity property. Remark 3.3. To apply the fixed point theorem we have to show that T is an acyclic valued and condensing mapping. Here we use the reduced Vietoris-Cech homology theory with compact carrier and coefficients in ~7: we denote by H,(X, A) the pth homology group of the topological pair (X, A) and we say that X is acyclic if H,(X) = H,(X. 0) for every integer p. It is known 1301 that a convex set satisfies this acyclicity property. Moreover we recall that an operator T is said to be condensing if it is continuous and for every bounded noncompact set Q the inequality holds: u(T(Q)) < a(Q), where the value a(Q) is the measure of compactness of Q (i.e.. a(Q)= infR(Q), where R(Q) is the set of all e: > 0 for which Q has a finite c-net).
SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall need some results concerning multivalued functions and boundary value problems. Then the corresponding function ji(f) will converge to y(f) = w(f)(a(f) t /?(t)ljxlj). Now, by U.S.C. argument, we can say that vi(t) E cl B(F(f, x(f)), E) for E > 0, i> N. Then, because of the convexity assumption, ji(t) E cl B (F(t, x(f) ), E) and so Q(x) # (0). ProoJ We know that
is a solution of (4.1) if the initial condition is given at f = t , . Put now f, = f , in (*) and multiply on the left by ME(l,,, 1); similarly replace I, by T and multiply on the left by NE(T, f). Addition of these two equations followed by multiplication on the left by the 2n x 2n-matrix
To see that Y(f) is a solution of (4.1) we differentiate w.r.t. to get
With only a few computations we can see that (4.2) too is satisfied. Then, in a two-point boundary value problem, a controllability-boundary condition of the type x(t,) = x,, , x(7') =x,. can be written like a periodicboundary condition x(tO) = 0 = x(73. converging to z(l) E F(t, x,(t)) a.e. on I. Thus z,(t) = z(t).
Second srep. This is done in Lemma 4.5.
Third step. As in the first step we have that (a) E@(x) is obviously convex and nonempty for each x E C(I).
409:105;2-6 (b) For everyfE f2, E(f) is a solution of the boundary value problem (4.1)-(4.2). So E(f) E Ker L, or, the same, E(R) c Ker L. Hence the proof of the U.S.C. of E@ (given in (c) below) will be enough to claim the closure of E@(x) for each x E Ker L.
(c) For sequences (xi}, ( JI,.) c C(Z) and x0, y, E C(I), the conditions limi+,c llxi -x0/l = 0, limi+.L 11 ~1~ -y,JI = 0, yi E EO(xi), i = l1 2 ,..., imply .v,, E E@(x,). Indeed, put yi = E(w,), wi E @(xi). By Lemma 4.1 we can consider a sequence ( Gi} converging to w,(t) E F(t. x,(t)) a.e. on Z. Then, by (iii), we get jl wi(t)ll < a(t) + P(t) xrzi Vik IlXJ = Zi(t). Put now Z(t) = o(t) + /3(t)llx,,ll. Thus we have limi_X II zi -zl' = 0, lirni,% I( wi -wOll = 0. Then it follows limi ,0( E(w,) = limi+X cc-, vikE(wi) =y,, E E@(x,). 
AN EXAMPLE
The following example shows that in several cases a two-point boundary value problem for a multivalued differential equation could be easier to deal with than the original nonlinear control process.
Let (t, x) -f(t, x) E 10, T] x R* be a "suitable" single-valued function and consider the nonlinear two-dimensional process = 0, x,(7-) = 1.
